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Qur present issue is opened by a letter of the chief-editor of the Vigilia to the readers of the periodical.
Béla HÉGYI reminds us of the fact that the periodical pursued publishing activity from its foundation in
1935 to its suspension in 1944 and this was followed by only one sirnilat attempt after 1945. The Vigilia
published the works of both Hungarian and foreign writers in its serial; among others significant works

, by Paul Claude, Thomton Wilder, Giovanni Papini and Gertud von"Le Fort became available for the first
time to the Hurigarian readers.

The present progress of the Hungarian society and the policy of national agreement have created
favourableconditions for the Vigilia to renew its regular publishing activity, It represents both the per
manent good terms between the Hungarian state and the Church, the continuity of the partnership
between believers and non-believers and the demoeratism of the Hungarian publishing and cultural
policy. Now the Vigilia has set a twofold aim for itself: on one hand by preserving the individual voice
and the sense of Catholic cecumenity of the periodical, it tries to enrich the Hungarian religious and
general education by pubfishing works which, regarding their contents and mentality, belong to the
broadly interpreted ideological dialogue; on the other hand it would 1ike the publishing activity to help
the periodical in werking profitably, because, being an independent publication withoutany dotation, it
wrestles with the increasing press and distribution expenses with much difficulty.

Among our theological studies there are two outstandingones: an article by Margit SZÉLL about the
Madeleine Délbrél in Paris and an other by András SZIKORA about Saint Martin, who was barn in Pan
nonia. The introducing essay of the periodical has been written by Gellért BÉKÉS OSB, its title is The
Two Faces of Love: - Eros and Agape and it is about the Christian efforts to reach manhood the safest
basis of which is Jesus's instruction, i. e. the Gospel! . .

The psychologist István HARSÁNYI's article is somewhat connected with the topic. It bears the title
The Protection ofthe Talented. The author tries to find the answer to the following three questions: I. Can
the Hungarian society and education grant the necessary conditions to pave the way for the very talented
young people? 2. Is it possible to prevent the tragedies resulting from the talented People being pushed
int o the background? 3. What possibilities have the exceptionally gifted people got to evolve their talents
in their everyday surroundings i. e. in the family, at work and at school?

It's a hundred years now that Zoltán Kodály, the composer and teacher, Béla Bartók's friend and col
league was born. On the occasion of the anniversary the Vigilia wants to commemorate Kodály's activity
in several articles month by month. This time we publish Antal MOLNÁR's confessions about the two
musicians and Endre DÉKÁNY's bibliography of the Kodály-reviews published in the Vigilia fro~ 1935
up to now.

Under the title Alliance for Unity redaction reviews the recently published work of János Kádár,
the first secsetary of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party (Federal Policy, National Unity) ,. he ana
Iyses mainly those parts of the collection of speeches and articles which deal with the questions of the
ecclesiastical policy of the Hungarian party and the government and with those of the national unit y. The
whole book, as it is already evident from its title, telis us that the national unity in the Hungarian People's
Republic is strong and basicaíly the federal policy is being carried out continuously. We have no reason to
doubt the efforts, the aims and the honesty of the authorities. But there are phenomena in our society
which warn us that sometimes there are minor or major discrepancies between the aim and its realisation.
It is true for example that on the upper level the relations between the State and the Church are co-or
dinated, there are no disputes between the government and the Church leaders in social questions. When
elosing up the discussions at the 12th Congress the first secretary of the Central Committee of the Hun
garian Socialist Workers' Party pointed out that in Hungary the believers can hold anycivil office except
party functions, of course. But on the lower levels of public life it can still happen that his superiors don't
propose somebody's appointment or his being chosen for some mass movement (e.g. trade union) office
because he goes to church. In some places, i.e. in villages, small towns, districts, we have heard about the
fact that the relations between the local leaders and the Churches, in most cases as a fault of both parties,
cannot alwasy be called satísfactory.
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